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The original stones of many 
historic buildings exhibit surface 
tool marks that reflect the 

methodologies and tools employed by the 
masons who originally hew them. In the 
conservation of historic stone buildings, 
the replacement of a failed stone with 
new is a measure which occasionally 
needs to be implemented. It is also often 
the case that alterations to openings 
require the introduction of new stone 
into an old wall. When a stone does need 
to be replaced or introduced in these 
circumstances, getting the right surface 
finish on the new stone is important. This 
is particularly the case in ashlar.

In too many cases in the past, this 
significant detail has been overlooked. 
It has even been claimed that the old 
finishes cannot be reproduced owing 
to the different tools used by today’s 
masons. The reality is that original ashlar 
finishes can be readily reproduced. 
Notwithstanding the use of tungsten-
tipped chisels in place of those that were 
traditionally fire-sharpened, a mason’s 
kit of hand tools has changed little 
in centuries. So there are no historic 
finishes which cannot be reproduced. 
Of course, it takes time, and therefore 
costs money, to get the finish right, so 
the temptation not to bother can arise. 
But if a new stone is to look as though 
it belongs in an historic façade, surface 
finish is a critical component.

The single biggest hurdle that exists 
in adequately matching historic ashlar 
finishes is that the majority of today’s 
stone billets are run off diamond saws. 
Before such mechanisation, stones 
were wrought by hand from a rough 
block. This was a laborious process, and 
many historic ashlar finishes are derived 
from the extent to which that process 
was refined. In other words, the more 
time the mason put into achieving the 
desired surface finish, the more refined 
it became. Today the converse is true. 
A stone billet off the saw has a smooth 
‘diamond-sawn finish’, which, when 
given a quick rub with a carborundum 
block, is the smoothest surface finish 
that can be brought to a piece of 

sandstone. Achieving this took the 19th-century 
mason a good deal of time and effort. So whilst 
this finish is now quickly achieved, reproducing 
the early ‘convict-picked’ finish, for example, is 
by contrast a more time-consuming exercise. 
The sawn finish of the billet, as it comes from the 
supplier, has to be removed and the picked finish 
applied. Unfortunately, poor attempts to achieve 
this can frequently be observed, in which residual 
‘plateaus’ of the sawn surface remain between 
lazily introduced pick marks, (Figure 1). This is 
not an acceptable finish.

So how can this be avoided? How can the 
right finish be achieved? The answer lies in 
understanding the traditional process used to 
achieve the surface finish in the first place, and in 
many instances replicating that process.

the ‘convict-Picked’ or ‘Pointed’ 
Finish

The ‘convict-picked’ finish, (Figure 2), is 
characteristic of many early stone buildings, 
including those whose stones were hewn by 
convicts. Having established four squared and 
true external arisses and a rock-faced finish, 
the face of the ashlar was reduced by repeated 
parallel drafting of a mason’s point or punch until 
a reasonably true surface was achieved. In order 
to reproduce this finish today, the mason must 
replicate this process. The mason can either begin 
with a hydra-split stone worked to four clean and 
square arisses, and then turn to his or her point 
or punch, or alternatively take a sawn billet and 
pitch off 20mm around the edges before working 
the surface with a point, (Figure 3). Attempting 
to reproduce this finish directly into the sawn face 
will not suffice, so pitching off the external arisses 
with the aim of significantly reducing the plane of 
the face is essential.

The punching of the stone should typically be 
carried out in a repeated oblique and parallel 
drafting, but sometimes it is necessary to introduce 
occasional pick marks at 90 degrees across it, if the 
original finish demonstrates such an approach. 
Employing this traditional methodology will 
ensure that no small ‘plateaus’ of sawn stone 
remain on the face of the stone.

the ‘Picked-and-Boasted’ Finish

Many buildings of the 1840-1860s were 
characterized by a slightly higher degree of 

Figure 1. Residual ‘plateaus’ of the sawn surface remain 
between lazily introduced pick marks in this attempt to 
reproduce a ‘convict-picked’ finish. (Photo: Jasper Swann)

Figure 2. Typical ‘convict-picked’ finish from an 1840s façade. 
(Photo: Jasper Swann)
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Figure 3. Removing all of the sawn surface when reproducing a 
‘convict-picked’ finish in a sawn billet. (Sketch, Jasper Swann).
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ashlar surface refinement, in which the ‘convict-picked’ surface 
was then ‘boasted’ using a 2-inch chisel, (Figure 4). Repeatedly 
drafting the chisel obliquely across the surface of the picked stone, 
and removing an additional 3-5mm of the surface, this refined the 
ashlar to the point of having a flatter plane finish. Typically, this kind 
of finish also had a rough drafted margin around the perimeter of 
the face, this being the mason’s means of establishing the plane of 
the face which he wished to create, prior to boasting the face. To 
reproduce this finish today, replication of this process is required. 
Simply tooling the face and then adding occasional pick marks 
will fail to adequately reproduce the original finish. Relying on a 
gang-sawn finish, (as opposed to diamond-sawn), to assist in the 
avoidance of residual sawn plateaus is not an effective methodology 
either, as Figure 5 demonstrates. There is no place for a gang-sawn 
finish in the conservation of stonework. It bears no resemblance to 
any traditional surface finishes.

the ‘rough sparrow-Pecked & Margined’ Finish

As a progression from the ‘Picked-and-Boasted’ finish, the late 19th-
century mason defined a narrow margin, (typically in the range of 
15mm – 50mm), around the edge of the stone and then used his 
point to introduce a series of shorter pick marks, texturing the 
surface of the stone in a relatively ordered pattern known as a 
rough sparrow-pecked and margined finish, (Figure 6). This finish 
is readily reproduced, but care needs to be taken to try to replicate 

the traditional methodology. Assuming that the mason starts with a 
sawn-faced billet, a minimum of 10mm should be removed around 
the perimeter of the stone using a pitcher. A tooled margin can then 
be drafted and defined around the perimeter, and the remainder of 
the stone then sparrow-pecked, (Figure 7). Applying this traditional 
methodology to the diamond-sawn billet will prevent the finished 
stone from exhibiting the undesirable residual plateaus of sawn 
stone. It is also worth noting that working the point progressively 
into the sawn surface, i.e. away from the mason, rather than working 
backwards into the surface, provides the necessary resistance to the 
point that the 19th-century mason would have encountered, and will 
produce a finish more closely resembling the original. Working the 
point backwards across the stone, i.e. toward the mason, tends to 
leave a surface finish that is merely crudely exfoliated, rather than 
sparrow-pecked. 

the ‘Fine sparrow-Pecked & Margined Finish

To achieve this finish, the mason took great care to uniformly 
roughen the surface texture of the stone in such a way that concealed 
any residual pick marks and yet produced a pleasing finish, (Figure 

8). Having worked the stone to a picked-and-boasted finish, and 
having dressed a tooled margin around the perimeter of the face, 
the mason held his point at almost 90-degrees to the surface of the 
stone and introduced smaller, more refined pick marks into the 
surface. Although achieving this finish was a time-consuming process 

Figure 4. A ‘picked-and-boasted’ finish on a 1860s façade. (Photo: Jasper Swann) Figure 5. There is no place for a gang-sawn finish in the conservation of 
stonework. It bears no resemblance to any traditional surface finishes.  
(Photo: Jasper Swann)

Figure 6. The ‘rough sparrow-pecked & margined’ finish.  
(Photo: Jasper Swann)
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Figure 7.  Working a sparrow-pecked and margined finish onto a sawn face. 
(Sketch: Jasper Swann). 
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for the 19-th century mason, it is less so today, as the margin can be 
tooled directly into the sawn surface of a stone, and the fine sparrow-
pecking also applied directly into the sawn surface. This is therefore 
one of the easier historic finishes to reproduce.

the ‘Boasted’ or ‘obliquely tooled’ Finish

This type of finish was a further refinement of the picked-and-boasted 
finish. By working down the surface of the stone a further 2-3mm, 
through repeated and controlled drafting of a 2-inch chisel across 
the face of the stone, all residual pick marks from the prior processes 
were removed and a fine finish of essentially parallel but obliquely 
applied tool marks at roughly uniform intervals was achieved, 

(Figure 9). This finish is easily applied to the face of a sawn billet, 
but care must be taken to remove all of the sawn surface. As with 
the finishes described above, the presence of residual plateaus of the 
sawn surface is not an acceptable finish.

the ‘Furrowed’ or ‘Fluted’ Finish

This finish is typical of base courses or plinths of 19th-century 
buildings, (Figure 10), and is achieved only through dedicated and 
accurate labour. A 2-inch chisel is drafted across the surface of the 
stone in strictly parallel lines of uniform interval, first one way and 
then the other, to produce a series of narrow vertical flutes, with a 
sharp ridge between each furrow. Figure 11 shows a section through 
this surface finish. This is an extremely time-consuming process 
for which there is no acceptable shortcut. The finish can only be 
reproduced by adhering to this traditional methodology. The furrows 
introduced into the surface with the chisel may be gently rubbed 
if necessary using a very narrow carborundum stone. Attempts to 
reproduce this finish by less time-consuming means have of course 
been made, and frequently have included the ‘rubbing-in’ of vertical 
flutes using a halved carborundum cutting disc or similar, (Figure 
12). Such shortcuts, however, do not produce an acceptable result 
and should be avoided.

So, traditional finishes can be reproduced, as long as the traditional 
processes that created them are understood and, where necessary, 
replicated. 

As a final point, it should be noted that a new stone should never 
attempt to look ‘old’ by subjecting it to any attempt to make it look 
weathered. After all, the possibility exists that the newly introduced 
stone may one day provide the best example of the original finish. 

Jasper Swann is a Heritage Stonemasonry Consultant
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Figure 8.  The ‘fine sparrow-pecked & margined’ finish. (Photo: Jasper Swann)

Figure 9. A boasted or obliquely tooled finish. (Photo: Jasper Swann)

Figure 11. Section through a furrowed finish. (Sketch: Jasper Swann)

Figure 10. A fluted or furrowed finish to a plinth. (Photo: Jasper Swann)

Figure 12. A lazy attempt to replicate a furrowed finish. (Photo: Jasper Swann)


